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Abstract: This article presents a survey of control systems, steadiness, and adjustment procedures for DC microgrids (MG). A 
DC microgrid is getting huge consideration all over the planet because of the improvement of different DC loads, expanded 
efficiency, and progressions in power electronics devices. 
Developing worldwide worry over a dangerous atmospheric deviation and non-renewable energy sources (NRES) decrease and 
raised the requirement for perfect and green renewable energy sources (RES) for power generation through the Micro-Grid 
impression. DC Micro-Grid can be associated with the fundamental power framework or can turn in disconnection. Thus, in this 
manner a proficient framework for remote and country regions, available from little structures to enormous plants. 
As the control technique assumes a significant part in guaranteeing microgrid’s power superiority and effectiveness, a far-
reaching survey of the state of art control methods in DC microgrid sets is important. DC MG are portrayed by alluring 
elements, for example, high framework efficiency, high power quality, lower cost, less complexity control and dependable answer 
for charge in regions. The various levelled control procedure is separated into three coatings in main, secondary and tertiary in 
view of their usefulness. 
Keywords: Microgrid (MG), Renewable Energy Sources (RES), Main Control, Secondary Control, Stability. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
A MG is a gathering of interrelated loads and circulated power assets through plainly characterized electric limits that go about as a 
solitary controllable substance concerning the matrix. It can work in network associated mode [1]. Despite fact that DC microgrid 
(DC MG) is a moderately new idea for AC microgrids, it incorporates higher reliability, improved efficiency, versatility, and a 
characteristic natural interface with environmentally friendly power systems or frameworks and electric loads [2]. The lesser skin 
impact [3], the most powerful switching capacity [4], synchronization is not a problem [5], more secure for the humanoid [6], and 
regular connection point of the battery [7] and of the ultracapacitor with the group make DC the microarray has a distinctive 
inclination [8]. 
Distributed resources assets like wind and sun-based power (solar power), energy capacity units, alternating current and direct 
current loads, and other bidirectional governable loads make up the direct current circulation framework. The electrical energy in 
DC created by microgrid which is based on DC can be straightforwardly used to work devices or loads which are also depends on 
the DC. In any case, a couple of studies have inspected the use of central control (CC) microgrids with electric vehicles (EV). At the 
point once, the electric vehicle is completely charged over the alternating current framework, the AC supply is transformed to DC 
through AC to DC rectifier. 
Hence, electrical vehicle can be observed as a basic load for DC microgrids [9]. Over the extended haul, a DC design might set 
aside power. Accordingly, charging EV via microgrid based on DC frameworks disposes of conversion losses and further develops 
in general framework performance [10]. 
The DCMG through its different portions is exhibited in Fig. 1. An effective, vigorous, and wise control system for steady and 
dependable activity is an irreplaceable requirement for a MG. The essential objective of executing smart and strong control in 
DCMG is effective, safe, and solid power stream from font to back. The control planning of a DCMG requirements to accomplish 
different control activities, for example, regulation of the voltage (VR), current distribution, energy capacity, minimization of 
working expenses, and so on.  
These different control activities oversee the preparation, plan, and performance of an explicit control scheme in a microgrid for 
economic activity [11-13]. 
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Fig. 1. Typical DC MG with Sources and Loads [14] 

 
II. CONTROL SCHEME 

As indicated by Cirino et.al [15], the relation between resistance of AC and DC families is given by 
 

                                                                          푅 = ( ) × 푅                                                                        (1) 

Where, ‘Rac’ is the resistance of a material or wire when considered the AC and ‘Rdc’ is the resistance of DC links individually, the 
radius of the conductor is denoted by ‘r’ and δ is the depth of conductor. According to the above-mentioned equation, it very well 
may be seen that the resistance of the cable when consider AC will constantly be more noteworthy than its relating DC resistance. In 
this way, the losses in the AC framework would be higher and the ongoing burden limit would be lower contrasted with its relating 
DC framework. Notwithstanding many benefits, the DC framework has a few difficulties, for example, the innovation not being 
sufficiently experienced, for instance, normalization issues, the plan of the safety system because of the shortfall of the intersection 
point in voltage and current [16,17]. 
Despite the fact that DCMG appears as though another innovation, the DCMG idea accompanied equals to ACMG. Guarantee for 
easier regulator with improved productivity in addition with unwavering quality Y. Ito, et al. [18] detailed quite possibly the earliest 
trial 10 kW DCMG model in 2004. Since ordinary innovation depended on alternating current, research on ACMG rules over DC 
microgrids. In any case, in addition to the advancement of the information technology sector, the improvement of power electronics 
devices, a synchronous expansion in the loads, and the monetary benefits of DC frameworks have made them alluring to scientists 
[39-40]. Most of the renewable energy sources (RES) are irregular. Consequently, the work of different sources, for example, fuel 
cells and storage devices become basic to empower MG islanding or MG power smoothing in grid-connected mode [19]. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. Control Architecture in Hierarchical Manner [20] 
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A hierarchical control engineering comprising of main, secondary and tertiary control is displayed in Fig. 2. The main control faces 
the starter control of the energy dispersion and the current and voltage regulations [21]. Secondary control, a more elevated level 
than main, manages voltage compensation and shared execution improvement [22]. As the most elevated level of hierarchical 
design, tertiary control performs power the executives [23], energy management [24], and economic dispatch [25]. Hierarchical 
control is accomplished through the synchronous utilization of a nearby converter and facilitated control in view of computerized 
correspondence links, for example, the new cloud-based communication platforms [26] which are isolated by basically a significant 
degree in the control data transmission. The control transmission capacity diminishes as the time scale increments when we talk 
about the main control level to the tertiary control level. 
Nonetheless, in a DC microgrid framework, there are different voltage levels and various setups that are successfully applied relying 
upon the framework necessities. The absence of comprehensiveness in guidelines and normalization is a huge hindrance for the 
execution of the DC microgrid framework. Thusly, while DC microgrid offers huge benefits as far as adaptability and survivability, 
the execution of DC microgrid is compromised because of the unavoidable moves that emerge because of security. The absence of 
accessibility of suitable security ways of thinking is a significant hindrance to the far-reaching reception of DC innovation. 
Subsequently, this examination has extensively explored all the assurance procedures carried out for DC microgrids. 
 

III.   CONTROL SCHEMES OF DCMG 
As per the Fig. 2, PE converters like AC to DC and DC to DC converters are fundamental parts in DCMG to give manageable 
connection point among loads and sources. According to the regulator point of view in power convertors, main control embraces of 
internal loops and sag control (power sharing of the starter). This segment displays the ailment state of art main control approaches 
on three-stage AC to DC converters and DC to DC converters [20]. Fig. 3 shows the controlling schemes of the DCMGs. 
 
 

           
Fig. 3. Controlling Scheme of DCMGs [20] 
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As recently referenced, the main control level basically cantered around time scale control issues, like momentary voltage control 
and current control, power sharing of various devices. For the prerequisite of an exceptionally rapid control reaction period, the 
main control level is coordinated with the voltage control and current control and situated at neighbourhood converters. As 
displayed in Fig. 4, the sag focused main control changes the voltage gave to the internal control logics, to keep up with independent 
control for equal activity control of converters. For various working conditions, different circulation independent control strategies 
are utilized for main control, for example, sag control [27], frequency distribution method [27], and bus voltage strategy for DC 
[28]. 

 
Fig. 4. Main Control [29] 

 
As displayed in the Fig. 5, the voltage and current sag control technique is recognized by directly decreasing the result voltage as the 
result current increases, for making prompt bungle between planned and required energy by the loads with no correspondence 
innovation. The result qualities of the sag control plan shall be comparable to a resistor at the output of the converter [29]. For the 
V-I sag control method the output voltage is given by  

푉 = 푉 − 푅 × 퐼  
Where, Vref is the output reference voltage when consider the open circuit, RS is the sag coefficient and Io is the output current. In the 
operating condition the RSIO is provide the output voltage deviation. Similarly, if the line impedance IL is taken into the picture, 
then the output voltage will be defined as 

푉 = 푉 − 푅 × 퐼 − 푅 × 퐼  

 
Fig. 5. Sag Control [29]                              Fig. 6. Principle of Secondary Control [20] 
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Table 1 demonstrates about the summary of all-control schemes related to the DCMG. Similarly, Table 2 shows the comparison 
between centralised, decentralised and distributed control system. 
 

Table 1. Comparison of Various Types of Control Schemes 

Ref Level Control Schemes Voltage 
Control 

Power 
Sharing Circulating current Observations 

31 

Main 
Control 

Fuzzy Logic Good Good Good and suppressing 

The Fuzzy GI gives 
benefits of 
proficient/powerful 
removal of load current 
crucial part under 
consistent state and 
active lattice conditions. 
The non-linear 
frequency fault variety 
is repaid here utilizing 
fluffy rationale based 
self-tuning integrator 
gain of the regulator. 

32 DC Bus 
Signalling Fair Good Fair and suppressing 

Power management 
with no communication 
link is used.  

33 Sag Control Excellent Excellent Excellent and suppressing 

A helpful calculation is 
presented and utilized 
which provides typical 
voltage across the 
Microgrid. 

34 

Secondary 
Control 

Centralised 

Good Good Good and 
suppressing 

Supervisory 
control 

 
Provides highly precise 
error correction. 

Excellent Excellent Excellent and 
suppressing 

Intelligent 
Multilayer 

Supervision 
Subsystem 

35 Decentralized 
Good Good NA Improve Sag 

Control Less complex and more 
reliable 

Excellent Excellent Excellent and 
suppressing 

Multi Agent 
Based Control 

14 Distributive Good Good NA 

Novel 
hierarchical 

control 
 

Most versatile 
secondary control plot 
beating the restrictions 
of different plans. Gives 
worldwide reclamation 
terms to both voltage 
and current. 

   Observations 

36 

Tertiary 
Control 

PSO Unidirectional data imparting to inward memory having no hereditary administrator. 
Processing time bigger than GA 

37 GA 
The transformative calculation-based technique gives worldwide advancement to the 
framework paying little heed to authentic information and framework limitations. Iterative 
tedious interaction to accomplish its ideal condition 

38 Consensus 
Algorithm 

The exact calculation strategy rapidly merges every one of the specialists to a typical 
worth with less information prerequisite. Defer in data decays the presentation 
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Table 2. Comparison between Centralised, Decentralised and Distributed system 

Feature Centralized Control [34] Decentralized Control [35]  Distributed Control 
[14] 

Communication medium DCL Energy Line DCL 

Central controller Present Not Present Not Present 

Control Decision Local Local Global 

Modularity Less Max Max 

Consistency Less Max Moderate 

Solo Value of failure Present Not Present Not Present 

Cost Cost effective Easy to implement Costly 

 
Fig. 6 demonstrate the standard of the backup control in DCMGs. As may be obvious, when the main control is carried out, 
framework working value will change from Vo (initial voltage) to 1 at load condition and from Vo to 2 load condition. In the wake 
of actuating the secondary control, the working value will move from 1 to 1’ and 2 to 2’, and it shows that the framework generally 
works at ostensible voltage level. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
The construction, parts, uses, control and benefits of DCMG over ACMG are described in this paper. The fundamental thought of 
this audit is to provide a reflective conversation on the DC microgrid progressive control structure and three level control system. 
The survey makes sense of benefits and inconveniences of centralized, decentralized, distributed as well as the hierarchical control 
procedures. Fuzzy logic regulator, DC Bus Signaling, and sag control are contrasted as far as their capacity to manage voltage and 
current circulation at the main level of control. At the secondary level of the control, the three strategies, to be specific concentrated, 
decentralized, and distributed, are analysed concerning uses, benefits, and impediments.  
In the ongoing energy situation, future energy patterns, dependable and robust control techniques, for example, hierarchical control 
empower the DCMGs to convey energy in a cost-upgraded and proficient way to the majority. Sag control has been two control 
procedures for the most part regarding transformation to nearby factors, no communication requirements, altogether better guideline 
of voltage and current as well as simple execution. At the secondary level of control, circulated control is favoured on the grounds 
that it gives sufficient error rectification term at the main level in a dispersed way and is natural by the restrictions of unified control 
conspire, like multifaceted statement. 
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